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ABSTRACT

From a system thinking perspective, competition/cooperation boundaries govern the evolution of a firm’s adaptive strategic behaviour and drive it towards its desired objectives. By analyzing different scenarios using a system dynamic simulation approach and considering market competitive dynamics, this study explores the volume flexibility measure considering both the operating environment and the simultaneous strategic behaviour of the competing firm(s). The objective is to develop new macro measures for the enterprise manufacturing strategy and link the operations management theory on volume flexibility to the dynamic capability theory. The strategic effect of enterprise volume flexibility under three market scenarios is studied and reported.

1. Introduction

The ultimate goal for industrial enterprises is to secure a long-term sustainable advantage over its rivals that contribute to wealth creation and growth over time. Manufacturing systems cannot be operated or managed if they are isolated from the rest of the organization. Skinner [1] introduced manufacturing strategy to exploit certain properties of the manufacturing function to achieve competitive advantages. Manufacturing strategy is defined as a pattern of decisions, both structural and infrastructural, which determine the capability of a manufacturing system in order to meet a set of manufacturing objectives that fit with the overall business objectives.

The typical strategic planning process for industrial enterprises starts by defining the business strategy that the firm will utilize. According to the selected type of strategy, firms have to generate a portfolio of capabilities that will determine the contribution of the manufacturing function to overall business performance. The resources that any firm acquires are the raw material for developing these capabilities and also for the firm’s available future strategic choices. The process between acquiring resources and making strategic choices involves transferring these resources into capabilities that adapt to the external environment with its challenging and shifting requirements. Also a firm’s capabilities should adapt in a responsive manner, with respect to its industry benchmark, i.e. competition performance.

To develop manufacturing capabilities, managers will have decisions in two categories: structural and infrastructural [2]. Structural decisions regarding capacity expansion are strategic and irreversible as they may or may not increase manufacturing flexibility as competitive capability to the enterprise. Thus exploring the effectiveness of volume flexibility gained from capacity adjustments considering the simultaneous strategic behaviour of competition and the operating environment is interesting to the decision makers.

2. Enterprise dynamic capabilities

In the continuous competition for wealth creation and market share, all firms compete to develop sustainable competitive advantages to occupy favourable market position by creating valuable, rare, and non substitutable resources that are idiosyncratic to the firm. The Resource-Based View (RBV) [3] argues that resources that are simultaneously valuable, rare, and imperfectly imitable are a source of competitive advantage. The RBV is considered a static approach and does not address how future resources could be refreshed in changing environments. Also the Strategic Conflict Approach [4], using tools of game theory, which models conflicts of interest firms may have against each other is criticized because it failed to capture the simultaneous choices over many variables that characterize competition in most industries. It incorporated only a small number of “fixed” variables in order to remain analytically tractable, which in reality would be changing over the relevant time horizons [5]. The dynamic capability perspective proposed a solution for the static view of both theories.

The original definition for the dynamic capability is, “the firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing environments” [6]. In return this will help the organization to maintain their favourable position in the market landscape and allow them to evolve and adapt with the changeable external environment. The paradox is that the competitive advantage of firms lies in their managerial and organizational processes, their specific asset position, and the available paths for future expansion. At a certain point, firms will have to irreversibly “trade off” [7] some of their available options and choose between them. Also, the trade off between responsiveness and overreaction remains one of the biggest challenges managers face every day in their decisions. In hypercompetitive environments competitive advantage is transient rather than
sustainable. The created advantage will cope with the external environment at any point of time [6] and create value with reference to a competitor’s performance. If the dynamic capabilities are irrelevant to the market, they may not necessarily be valuable and will not necessarily lead to competitive advantages as the effect of the new set of resources may be negative [8].

From a manufacturing perspective the dynamic capability for enterprise organizations is known as manufacturing flexibility. Flexibility in manufacturing systems is defined as the ability of a system or facility to adjust to the changes in its internal or external environment with little penalty in time, effort, cost, or performance. Review of the literature identifies 10 types of manufacturing systems’ flexibilities [9]: machine, material handling, operation, process, product, routing, volume, expansion, control program, and production flexibility. Volume flexibility was defined as the ability to operate efficiently, effectively, and profitability over a range of volumes. The importance of the volume flexibility measure lies in the need to evaluate the strategic decisions involving the acquisition of greater production capacity. Flexibility measure attempts represented a basic property of the system components and its structure without reference to the operating environment. Various performance measures to examine the best scaling policy under different demand scenarios demonstrated that the best scalability policy would be based on both the marketing strategy as well as the operational production objectives [10]. Models that study the dynamic behaviour of two competing firms over market share to examine the assumptions of conventional neoclassical models, for example [11], test the assumptions of perfect foresight and instantaneous capacity adjustment against the bounded rational models that assume some limitation in the forecasting abilities and the responsiveness of capacity adjustment. The capabilities of the firm proved the big risk of ignoring the role of disequilibrium dynamics. Following this stream of research, this study is focused on exploring the volume flexibility measure considering both the operating environment and the simultaneous strategic behaviour of the competing firm(s) based on the firm’s intended strategic targets and its available capability. Results were obtained considering the disequilibrium dynamics of competitive markets.

3. Model formulation

3.1. Mathematical model

In exploring the dynamics of volume flexibility in different market scenarios, the presented model ignores the neoclassical assumption of perfect foresight and instantaneous capacity adjustments. We consider only the case of disequilibrium due to lags in production capacity adjustment and bounded rationality in decision making to study the dynamics of volume flexibility for manufacturing enterprises. The model is formulated as a set of nonlinear differential equations in continuous time.

3.1.1. Market dynamics and industry orders sub-model

Following a logit choice model [12], the market is represented by two segments of customers, one attracted to price and the other attracted to availability. The attraction to price and cost affect the total attractiveness of a product to the customer and is calculated as:

\[
A_F(i) = A_P(i) \times A_V(i)
\]

where \(A_P\) is the product’s total attractiveness, \(A_V\) is the attractiveness of price and \(A_V\) is the attractiveness of availability. Availability and price attractiveness are represented exponentially to capture the accumulated customer experience over time as follows:

\[
A_P(i) = \exp(S_P \times D_P(i))
\]

\[
A_V(i) = \exp\left(S_V \times \frac{P(i)}{LP(i)}\right)
\]

\(S_P\) and \(S_V\) capture the customer’s preference for availability and price, respectively. The firm’s delivery performance, \(D_P\), is the delivery delay \(D_P\) compared to the reference delivery delay, \(R_D\), benchmark known by the customer in the market. Delivery delay is the ratio of backlog, \(B(i)\), to shipments \(S(i)\) given by Little’s Law [13]. To normalize prices, the customer is assumed to compare the price, \(P\), in reference to the lowest available price at any time \(LP(i)\), due to advancement in advertising and information technology. The firm’s score in product attractiveness may limit its total industry order share; the order rate is calculated according to Bass diffusion model [14] that capture the product life cycle behaviour as:

\[
\frac{dO_i}{dt} = A_P(i) \times \left(\frac{dO_i}{dt}\right)
\]

\[
\frac{dA}{dt} = P_a \left(\frac{ADV + WOM \times A_v}{POP}\right)
\]

\[
\frac{dO_i}{dt} = \sigma \frac{dA}{dt} + \sum I_b(i) \left(\frac{dD(i)}{dt}\right)
\]

where \(O(i)\) is the orders received by the firm. The total industry order rate \(dO_i/dt\) depends on the initial industry orders for the product and the reorder rate for product replacement. The adoption rate \(dA/dt\) is a function of word of mouth (WOM), number of potential adopters \(P_a\), number of customers who adopt the product, \(A_v\), and other external factors, such as advertising strength (ADV) in reference to the market population, POP. Number of products per customer is captured by \(\sigma\), while \(I_b\) is the installed base of the product and \(dD/dx\) is the discard rate that captures the life time of the product life cycle.

3.1.2. Capacity adjustment sub-model

Capacity planning can be described as an interactive process between identifying the required manufacturing technologies and expanding capacity levels through tactical moves such as direct acquisition, outsourcing and/or strategic alliances. The overall objective is to meet the desired market share and maximize the return on investment based on the firm’s strategic intent in a responsive manner relative to competition performance. To avoid the “bullwhip effect” [15], the firm is assumed to maintain no inventory policy. As a result, production is equal to shipments. Although it is desirable to satisfy all market demands from in-house production, for a certain type of capacity shortfall, outsourcing could be more effective as a tactical option in preserving the firm’s market position by enhancing its responsiveness to unexpected short-term demand variations.

Since capacity cannot be changed instantly, and to express the delay in capacity adjustment, the firm’s production capacity, \(C\), is expressed as a third order exponential smooth with a capacity acquisition delay \(C_{AD}\) normalized by the normal capacity utilization of the industry, NCU, as follows:

\[
C(i) = SM O O K I \left( C_T(i), C_{AD}(i), 0.5 \times \frac{O(i)}{N C U(i)} \right)
\]

\[
C_T(i) = M A X \left( M S E(i), M S R(i) \times \frac{E I D(i)}{N C U(i)} \right)
\]

Firms seek minimum target capacity, \(C_T\), based minimum efficient scale MES, or according to the firm’s target market share, MSr, applied to its forecast of expected industry demand, EID, adjusted by normal capacity utilization NCU.

3.1.3. Volume flexibility sub-model

Volume flexibility, VF, is considered to be the ability to operate efficiently, effectively and profitably over a range of volumes and is expressed by [16] as:

\[
VF(i) = 1 - \frac{aF(i)}{b(i) \times C(i)}
\]
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